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Abstract 

The dilution effect appearing in the search for Cl’ violation in the Bi, i$ decay 
is discussed. We consider pN collisions at large c.m. energy (LHC and SSC 
projects). A measurement of the dilution parameter is proposed by considering 
B*, Bz, Bj decaying into channels where CP violation ia not present. 

1 - Introduction 

The dilution effect was often discussed in the search for CP violation effects 
in Bj, Bj decaying into a self-conjugated statelms, F (F = f;). The mixing 

phenomena Ed0 - Bi allows the search for CP violation with the requirement of 
tagging the associated beauty hadron produced in the event where the F state has 
been observed. The dilution effect is due to the n%dentification of this associated 
beauty h&on. In the following we discuss methods for measuring the dilution 
effect occuring in pp experiments. Nute that this measurement would allow one 
to estimate the real value (or its upper limit) of the parameter describing the CP 
violation of the Bj. Bi decay (see below). 

Let us consider that tagging will be given by the charge of the lepton in the 
semileptonic decay of the associated beauty hadran. namely B. Iv6 - 1+X and 

B,Nb + 1-X (X meaning anything). Here Nb z bqq (J?J~ E 6@) represents 
a beauty baryon. The CP violation could then be detected by comparing the 
number (N-) of I-FX and (N+) I+FX events obtained in a given experiment. 
Thus CP violation in the Bi decay will lead to a nowzero value of the asymmetry 

parameter 

* = x - N+ 

.V- + h’+ 

In hadron hadron collisions several types of beauty hadron pairs can be produced. 
With events where there is only one pair of beauty hadron in the final state, we 
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obtain the following calculation of the asymmetry parameter3-5: 

A=- 
1 $$ (P*+PNl+ 4% + 4 

(1 + G)(l + z;, Pa + (1 z:,, pd --I (11 8 
The CP violation effect is described by the paramete# n L sin2d. The quanti- 
ties p*, pa, pa and pi are the production rates in pp -+ b&X interactions of the 

B*, Bj (or B;), E,o (or Bf) and Ns (or I$), respectively, taken here as: 

p+ : p* : pa : pN = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 (2) 

The nuxmg of the Bj,, meson is given by the zd,, parameters, related to the 

mixing by’ (assuming that there is no CP violation in the Bj,, ++ Ii;,. process), 

Ej,+B,o, 
1 1 

“‘d.8 = 
4, 

J% * q. + q, - E& = 5 iqy ’ (3) 

Bi I - % 
Bd,, = - 1 - old,, 

% - B:,, + *:,, - #,s - 
(4) 

Formula (1) is obtained by assuming that there is no CP violation in the decay 
amplitudes3-’ and that their moduli are equal for the decays of the various 
pairs of beauty hadrons’. Apart from this approximation, formula (1) takes into 
account all the mixing processes exactly. Note that IAl is smaller than the value 
obtained by tagging only charged B meso&. In this latter case we would have 

(5) 

giving IA*] z )0.47sin2,$ with” q = 0.72. Using for the general case, formula 
(1) and (2). zs = 8, the asymmetry parameter becomes IAl = 10.36sin241. This 
expression is not very sensitive to I*, since by taking zS = 10, IAl varies by less 

than 2 %. 

Let us denote by N(b6) [N*(b&)] th e number of pp + bbX events needed to 
detect sin24 with a given number of standard deviations in the case of formula 
(1) [formula (5)]. Using then the expression Nf = a2( l/A’* l), relating the total 

number of events N, necessary to observe an asymmetry parametu A’ with s 
standard deviations. we obtain 

w, l,j 1 - 0.22sinZ20 

.V(hb) - 1 - 0.13sin~2m 

We thus see that by using the general case [formula (I)]. we need less pp + b&X 
events than in the case of using A, despite the fart that IAl i iA,1 (and even 
if the B* detection efficiency were to be 100 %). Note that this last unequality 
is often considered ax a component of the dilution effect dw to mixing, although 
it is the mixing process that allows here searching for CP violation in Bj, Bi 
decays. 

2 - Dilution effects 

The asymmmetry parameter A given by equation (1) will decrease because 
of the mistagging of the I* due to 

A) the cascade process, b + c + I+ (6 + C - I-) where the I has the apposite 
charge of the b + I- (b - I+) decay, 

B) the I’S coming from other decaying particles (K, T, for example). 

C) the punchthrough in the detector (chargeof the- leptons identified wrongly). 

Mistagging of e* and II* will certainly be different for caxs B and C as they 
depend essentially on the detector used in a given experiment. Note also that 
these cases contribute equally to the misidentification of I+ and I- in the final 
state. 

Let us now define the mistagging parameter of the leptons. Assuming that 
the correct (wrong) number of events is represented by Ni (N;), on? has 

A =N;+N+y-NY-NY 
m 

NC 

where A, denotes the measured A value (the subscript m will denote hereafter 

a measured quantity). Here Nt is the total number of (true and wrong) tagged 
events, whereas the sign indicates the charge of the lepton. The real A value and 
the fraction of wrong tagging (w) are defined by 

A= N;-NT NF-NY 

N;+N’ = Ny+NY 
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Id= 
N~+NY=~-N;+~~ 

Nt N 

One obtains then A,,, = A(1 - Zw), where A is given by formula (1). Let us now 
suggest how to measure w in order to estimate A as well as the number of events 
required to observe an eventual asymmetry with a given number of standard 

deviations. 

3 - The measurement of w 

In order to estimate w, we consider B* + j*. Ed0 + j and Bi - f decay 

channels where CP violation should not occur (f # f, see Ref. 9). Then the 
measurement in an experiment of the number of events having there kinds of 

dews lk(f*L Nndfl =d f%.(f)1 would allow one to estimate the expected 

number of events having the final states f*. f or i in addition to the tagging 
lepton [N(l*jr), N(I-j) and N(/+j)]. A difference between the N(lj) estimates 
and the observed number of events [N,(lj)] will all ow one to estimate the dilution 

parameter w for the cases A to C. 

a) The B* - j* decay 

Let us first consider the B+ + f+ decays. The events having I-f+X in the 
final state will be produced by the following beauty hadron pairs appearing at 
the production time (i = 0): 

la) B+B-, 

2a) B+B; , 

3a) E+Bo I 1 

40) B+Na 

Then the relations between the expected number of I- j+X events [N(I- j+)] and 
the observed ones [N,,,(j+)] will be given by 

N(l-f+) 
__ = BR(b - 1-X) x (P+ + m I% + pa Ps + PNI > 
Nm(f+) (81 

where we assume that the semileptonic branching ratio, BR(b 4 I-X), is nearly 
identical fur the four ca~es~~. Note that &., [formula (4)] is introduced aa Bi, - 

Bi,, does not contribute to the I-j+X final state. With equation (2) and 5, = 8, 

one find that N(I- j+)/N,,,(j+) - 0.87 x BR(b 4 IX). 

The meavred number of events N,(l- f +, thus allowsto obtain 

N(I-j+)- N,(/-j+) 
WIG 

.v(l- j', 

[see formula (7b)]. The same type of evaluation could also be obtained with the 
I+.f-X final state. In fact. a larger statistic could be obtained by caking the 
B+ - j+ and B- -+ j- decays, yielding 

w2 
N(1-j+) + N(l+j-) - Nd-f+) - Nd/'f-1 

N(I-j+j+.Ir(/+j-) (10) 

b) The 8; + j process 

Here we have to take into acaxnt the coherence of the mixing processes when 
a pair of neutral beauty mesons is produced. As an example, let us consider the 
I- jX final state. The following pairs of beauty hadrons (produced at t = 0) can 
contribute to the production, namely 

lb) B-B;, 

26) @Bj and Bt8: (coherent mixture), 

36) i?;B; , 

4b) NbB; 

For these cases the production rates (Pi.) can be calculated with the wave func- 
tions describing the decay processes ‘,’ without CP violation effects, and leading 
to 

PIS = BR(B - IX) P+PI , 

I 

1 - ldIa fib “z Br(B - ‘X) l + (1 + =:, (1 + $) 1 & 2 1 
1 Psa=BR(B-IXl 1+~ 1 1 & 2 , 

Pra = BR(B - 1x1 PNP~ 

Similarly to the previous case, we obtain 

N(I-f) 
Ndfl =BR(b-‘-x) 

] , (11) 
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assuming again that the decay amplitudes we identical in the four cases. This 
gives a ratio of N(I-f)/N,(f) - 0.82 x BR(b + I-X) with the same assumptions 
as above. By measuring the Nm(f) and N,,,(f) es well as h’,,,(I-f) and Nm(f+i) 
one gets a formula similar to (10) but where ft + f and f- --t i. 

4 - Discussion and conclusions 

Previous work@ have shown that large values of w might be due to the 
cascade processes. In pp interactions at large c.m. energy, kinematical cuts have 
to be chosen in order to decrease w without reducing the number of events to” 
much”. These cuts will, of course, depend on the c.m. energy and the detector 
used for the experiment. 

The absence of CP violation in B* - f’ decay “ccurs when there is only 
one graph that contributes to the decay’,“. For instance, the B* + J/ILK* 
process could be used (see Fig. 1). These channels could be studied easily 
as the search for CP violation in the Bj,Bi + J/$K,O decays (with J/$ + 
Iti-) has been proposed in all the intentions for pp experiments at the LHC or 
SSC projects”. The t,riggering method for these reactions could certajnly be 
useful for the identification of the B* + J/vK* channels. However, in the 
collider experiments no particle identification of K” and & is expected. This 
might somewhat complicate the detection of thr B* - Jl$K* channels (large 
background). Thr B; + J/$K” and B; + .l/tiii*” decays (case b in section 3) 
could br identified m”re easily because of the KS0 and I?‘O decays. The decay 
of K” and I?” need to have charged K in their final states in order to identify 
the Bi or Bj mesons. One rould. for instance, consider the KS0 + K+a- and 
I? + K-a+ decays. 

Let us also note that a charged Ii due to the cascade process (Fig. lb) 

b + c + K- (b 7 E - Ii+) will have the same charge as the lepton appearing 
in the b + i- (b - /+). If one could detect 5 + l+K+.Y or B - I-Ii-X 
(where the K is due to the c or C decay) for the tagging process, one would have 
events where the lepton does not arise from the cascade process. Moreover, if the 

inclusive I?, L? - l*h’*X branching ratio was really known, it would be possible 
to ASP the method described in Section 3 in order to evaluate the dilution part 
that would not be due to the cascade process. 

From the present discussion. it appears that the measurement of the quoted 
channels in a given experiment will be important in order to measure the w # 0 
value due to the dilution effects. Then kinematical cuts could be investigated in 
order to decrease 10 wit.hout reducing the sample of events to” much. Finally, the 
knowledge of w allows one f” estimate A as well as the number of events needed 
to measure A, = A(1 - Zw) with a given number of standard deviations. 
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Fig. 1 - a) Diagrams contributing to the B* - J/$X*, Bj + J/$R’O and 
81” + J/@-P decays. b) The quark decays leading to the B - I-K-X and 
B - I+ K+X processes. 
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